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+ · · ·+ dN
2N
)
× 2e, (di = 0 1). (2.1)











+ · · ·+ dN
2N
. (2.2)
(signed mantissa) , e (exponent) . e 2
. , , (8 byte = 64 bit) , (10 byte = 80 bit)
, .
N = 24, (−126 ≤ e ≤ 127),
N = 53, (−1022 ≤ e ≤ 1023),






















(2− 252)× 21023 = 1.7976931348623157 · · · × 10308, (2.5)
2−1023 = 2.22507358507201 · · · × 10−308. (2.6)
10
. |x| > xmax (overflow) .
, 53bit .
2−53 = 1.1102230246 · · · × 10−16. (2.7)

















IEEE 754 emin , 1
, 1 , 0
. (denormalized number)
. , (gradual underflow)
.
2−1074 = 4.94065645841246544 · · · × 10−324. (2.9)
. , (underflow) .
NaN
, IEEE 754 .




(c) ±0 ±∞ .
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2.2.2
IEEE 754 , 4 . c (c ∈ R) .
(round upward)
c . 4 : R→ F .
UP .
(round downward)
c . ∇ : R→ F .
DOWN .
(round to nearest)
c . 2 : R → F .
NEAR . , 2 ,
. (round to even) .
(round toward 0)
c , c .
ZERO .
2.2.3
© : R → F . , © 4,∇,2
. IEEE 754 , .
©x = x,( x ∈ F ),
x ≤ y →©x ≤ ©y, ( x, y ∈ R ).
, x ∈ F , , −x |x| ,
.
IEEE 754 , .
12
2(−x) = −2x, ( x ∈ R ),
4(−x) = −4x, ( x ∈ R ),
∇(−x) = −4x, ( x ∈ R ).
IEEE 754 , (F ) ,
. · ∈ {+,−,×, /} , © ∈ {4,∇,2}
x©· y =©(x · y), (2.10)
( x, y ∈ R ). , x©· y ,
( ) x · y
©(x · y) .
, (
√





































a, b, x, y ∈ F
◦ ∈ +,−,×
a ◦ b = x+ y ← x = fl(a ◦ b)
15
,y = δ (δ fl(a ◦ b) ) .
3.2.1 ,
Dekker , Knuth .
Dekker first-two-sum ,3 1
. Knuth 6 ,




x, y ∈ F (|x| ≥ |y|)
Fast− TwoSum(x, y) = s+ δ
s = fl(x+ y);
ya = fl(s− x);








x, y, s, δ ∈ F
TwoSum(x, y) = s+ δ
s = fl(x+ y);
ya = fl(s− x);
xa = fl(s− ya);
δy = fl(y − ya);
δx = fl(x− xa);
δ = fl(δx + δy);
:6 flops
3.2.2
Dekker 2 ,a× b
.
Dekker Split
a ∈ F a = aH + aL . |aH | ≥ |aL|.
t bit .IEEE754 double 53bit.
Split(a) = aH + aL
N = 2
t
2 + 1 ←
c = fl(N × a);
d = fl(c− a);
17
aH = fl(c− d);
aL = fl(a− aH);
:4 flops
Dekker TwoProduct
Split a× b .
a, b, x, δ ∈ F
TwoProduct(a, b) = a+ δ
x = fl(a× b);
[aH , aL] = Split(a);
[bH , bL] = Split(b);
δ1 = fl(x− aH × bH);
δ2 = fl(δ1 − aL× bH);
δ3 = fl(δ2 − aH × bL);













a, b, x ∈ F n
[x] = Dot1[a, b]
x = a1 × b1;
for i = 2 : n






a, b, x, y ∈ F n
[x, y] = Dot2[a, b]
[x1, y1] = TwoProduct(a1, b1);
19
for i = 2 : n
[h, r] = TwoProduct(ai, bi);
[xi, q] = TwoSum(xi, h);
yi = yi + (q + r);
end










A ∈ F n×n,v, b ∈ F n ,





A ∈ F n×n, v ∈ F n
[x] =MVDot1[A, v]
fori = 1 : n
xi = Ai1 × v1;
for j = 2 : n
xi = xi + Aij × vj;
end




A ∈ F n×n, v, x, y ∈ F n
[x, y] =MVDot2[A, v]
fori = 1 : n
[xi, yi] = TwoProduct(Ai1, vi1);
for j = 2 : n
[h, r] = TwoProduct(aij, vij);
21
[xi, q] = TwoSum(xi, h);
yi = yi + (q + r);
end




A,B,X, Y ∈ F n×n ,




A,B,X ∈ F n×n
[X] =MMDot1[A,B]
for j = 1 : n
for i = 1 : n
Xi,j = Ai,1 ×B1,j;
for k = 2 : n
22








A,B ∈ F n×n
[X,Y ] =MMDot2[A,B]
for j = 1 : n
for i = 1 : n
[Xi,j, Yi,j] = TwoProduct(Ai,1, B1,j);
for k = 2 : n
[h, r] = TwoProduct(Ai,k, Bk,j);
[Xi,j, q] = TwoSum(Ai,j, h);










3.2.1 , 3.2.2 , ,
, .
, Dekker,Knuth ,
. ,3.5.1 3.5.2 ,
12.5 , ,
12.5 .









. 32 CPU 64 ,




. FMA 1 1 ,1 1
.




a+ b = a× 1 + b = FMA(a, 1, b)
a− b = a× 1 + (−b) = FMA(a, 1, (−b))
a ∗ b = a× b+ 0 = FMA(a, b, 0)
26
1 flops
FMA Itanium2 ,Power4 .
4.2.2 FMA TwoProductTwoProductFMA
FMA TwoProduct . 3.2.2 TwoProduct
4.2.1 FMA , .
a, b, x, δ ∈ F
TwoProductFMA(a, b) = x+ δ
x = fl(a× b);
δ = FMA(a, b, (−x));
:2 flops
,FMA 17 flops 2 flops .
4.2.3 FMA : MVDot2 FMA
3.4.2 MVDot2 FMA MVDot2 FMA .
A ∈ F n×n, v, x, y ∈ F n
[x, y] =MVDot2 FMA[A, v]
fori = 1 : n
[xi, yi] = TwoProductFMA(Ai1, vi1);
27
for j = 2 : n
[h, r] = TwoProductFMA(aij, vij);
[xi, q] = TwoSum(xi, h);
yi = yi + (q + r);
end
A¯ ~v = ~x+ ~y
:10n2 flops
MVDot2 25n2flops 10n2flops .
4.2.4 FMA : MMDot2 FMA
3.5.2 MMDot2 FMA MMDot2 FMA .
A,B ∈ F n×n
[X,Y ] =MMDot2 FMA[A,B]
for j = 1 : n
for i = 1 : n
[Xij, Yij] = TwoProductFMA(Ai1, B1j);
for k = 2 : n
[h, r] = TwoProductFMA(Aik, Bkj);
[Xij, q] = TwoSum(Aij, h);





AB = X + Y
:10n3 flops
MMDot2 25n3flops 10n3flops .
4.3 : MMDot2 FMA Loop
, . (Loop
InterChange), (Fusion), , 4.2.4 MMDot2 FMA






, . , .
A,B ∈ F n×n
[X,Y ] =MMDot2 FMA Loop[A,B]
for i = 1 : n
for j = 1 : n
[Xij, Yij] = TwoProductFMA(Ai1, B1j);
for i = 1 : n
for k = 2 : n
29
for j = 1 : n
[h, r] = TwoProductFMA(Aik, Bkj);
[Xij, q] = TwoSum(Aij, h);













4.4.1 1 : MMDot2 FMA Loop B1
4.3 MMDot2 FMA Loop MMDot2 FMA Loop B1 .
2 ,
. , C .
BLCK .
30
A,B ∈ F n×n
[X,Y ] =MMDot2 FMA Loop B1[A,B]
for(i = 0; i < n; i++){
for(j = 0; j < n; j ++)
[Xij, Yij] = TwoProdcut(Ai1, B1j);
for(bi = 0; bi < n; bi+ = BLCK){
si = (((BLCK) < (n− bi))?(BLCK) : (n− bi));
for(bk = 1; bk < n; bk+ = BLCK){
sk = (((BLCK) < (n− bk)) : (BLCK) : (n− bk);
for(bj = 0; bj < n; bj+ = BLCK);
sj = (((BLCK) < (n− bj))?(BLCK) : (n− bj);
for(i = bi; i < bi+ si; i++){
for(k = bk; k < bk + sk; k ++){
for(j = bj; j < bj + sj; j ++){
[h, r] = TwoProductFMA(Aik, Bkj);
[Xij, q] = TwoSum(Aij, h);










4.4.2 2 : MMDot2 FMA Loop B2
4.3 MMDot2 FMA Loop MMDot2 FMA Loop B2 .
,
.
A,B ∈ F n×n
[X,Y ] =MMDot2 FMA Loop B1[A,B]
for(i = 0; i < n; i++){
for(j = 0; j < n; j ++)
[Xij, Yij] = TwoProdcut(Ai1, B1j);
for(bi = 0; bi < n; bi+ = BLCK){
si = (((BLCK) < (bi− n))?(BLCK) : (bi− n));
for(bk = 1; bk < n; bk+ = BLCK){
sk = (((BLCK) < (bk − n))?(BLCK) : (bk − n));
for(i = bi; i < bi+ si; i++){
for(k = bk; k < bk + sk; k ++){
for(j = 0; j < n; j ++){
[h, r] = TwoProductFMA(Aik, Bkj);
[Xij, q] = TwoSum(Aij, h);






















OS Red Hat Linux 7.2
Linux version 2.4.9
CPU Intel Itanium2 1.4GHz
Memory PC/2100 DDR SDRAM 1024MB
Cashe 1.5MB L3 Cathe
Compiler Intel C++ Compiler for linux 8.0














Math Kernel Library .
5.3
Intel C++ Compiler ”icc” .
$ icc sample.c
FMA , IEEE754 ,
.
$ icc -O3 -mp -IPF fltacc -IPF fma sample.c
5.2 .
5.4 Intel Math Kernel Library
, , Intel Math Kernel Library
. BLAS,LAPACK ,















-IPF fma FMA .-O2 ON
.
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[−1, 1] . ,MVDot1, MVDot1 FMA, MVDot2, MV-
Dot2 FMA 4 , 5.3 .
5.3: (sec)
MVDot1 MVDot1 FMA MVDot2 MVDot2 FMA
1000 0.003 0.003 0.018 0.015
2000 0.012 0.012 0.068 0.059
3000 0.028 0.027 0.153 0.130
4000 0.049 0.049 0.272 0.231
5000 0.077 0.075 0.425 0.361
6000 0.109 0.107 0.695 0.520
7000 0.149 0.145 0.832 0.709
8000 0.193 0.193 1.097 0.925
9000 0.256 0.241 1.375 1.171
10000 0.302 0.299 1.698 1.446
38
, 5.4 . , flops ,MVDot1
1 , 5.5 .
5.4: ( )
MVDot1 MVDot1 FMA MVDot2 MVDot2 FMA
1000 1.00 1.00 6.00 5.00
2000 1.00 1.00 5.83 5.00
3000 1.00 0.97 5.41 4.59
4000 1.00 1.00 5.58 4.74
5000 1.00 0.97 5.51 4.68
6000 1.00 0.98 6.36 4.76
7000 1.00 0.97 5.57 4.75
8000 1.00 1.00 5.68 4.79
9000 1.00 0.94 5.38 4.58
10000 1.00 0.99 5.63 4.80
39
5.5: (MVDot1 )
MVDot1 MVDot1 FMA MVDot2 MVDot2 FMA





, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10 .






5.7: MVDot2 MVDot2 FMA 1000
MVDot2 2.4501091148374849e+02 + 1.0168077798705645e-13
MVDot2 FMA 2.4501091148374849e+02 + 1.0168077798705645e-13
40
5.8: MVDot2 MVDot2 FMA 2000
MVDot2 4.8767219984618555e+02 + -8.3659705273500565e-13
MVDot2 FMA 4.8767219984618555e+02 + -8.3659705273500565e-13
5.9: MVDot2 MVDot2 FMA 5000
MVDot2 1.2571663205051755e+03 + 1.3057800626097052e-12
MVDot2 FMA 1.2571663205051755e+03 + 1.3057800626097052e-12
5.10: MVDot2 MVDot2 FMA 10000
MVDot2 2.5035895657839133e+03 + 9.7895440102413145e-12
MVDot2 FMA 2.5035895657839133e+03 + 9.7895440102413145e-12
,MVDot2,MVDot2 FMA






. ,Dot1 Dot1 FMA
5.5.1 , Dot1 . ,MM-
Dot1 FMA,MMDot2,MMDot2 FMA 5.11 .
41
5.11: (sec)
Dot1 FMA Dot2 Dot2 FMA
1000 10.6 15.5 11.6
2000 152.2 185.5 156.4
3000 598.0 820.3 660.5
FMA .
Dot1 FMA Dot2 FMA 4.3 .
5.12 .
5.12: (sec)
Dot1 FMA Dot1 FMA Loop Dot2 FMA Dot2 FMA Loop
1000 10.6 1.5 11.6 4.1
2000 152.2 12.1 156.4 32.4
3000 598.0 40.2 660.5 109.1
,
. Dot2 FMA Loop
4.4 2 .
, 3000
. , 5.13 .
. ,
,
. ,Dot2 FMA Loop B2 5.4
DGEMM . 5.14 .
,5.14 MFLOPS 5.15 .
42
5.13: (sec)
Dot2 FMA Loop Dot2 FMA Loop B1 Dot2 FMA Loop B2
3000 109.212448 116.390928 108.674672
5.14: ,() DGEMM 1
DGEMM Dot2 FMA Loop Dot2 FMA Loop B2
1000 0.44408 [1.0] 4.080656 [9.19] 4.029904 [9.07]
2000 3.48432 [1.0] 32.418816 [9.30] 32.303648 [9.27]
3000 11.773488 [1.0] 109.212448 [9.28] 108.674672 [9.23]
5.15: (MFLOPS)
DGEMM Dot2 FMA Loop Dot2 FMA Loop B2
1000 2251.8 2450.6 2481.4
2000 2296.0 2467.7 2476.5















4 ,Intel Itanium2 , .
5 , , .
.
6.3
3 , 4 ,Dekker,Knuth
, , , .
2 . ,
, , . 5
,
. , .
MMDot2 FMA Loop B2 ,DGEMM 10
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